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Abstract

Background and Objectives: Family, personal and social factors play a role in resiliency. So this study was done for investigating the Mediating Role of Spiritual Intelligent in Relationship of mindfulness and Resilience in Vali-e-asr Hospital of Birjand.

Methods: The present study is an analyzing correlation type. 120 staffs (remedial, administrative, social service) of Vali-e-asr Hospital were selected by class random sampling, and answered to King spiritual intelligence, Brown and Rayan mindfulness, and Daivdson-Konover resiliency measures.

Results: The results showed that the direct effects of mindfulness and Spiritual intelligence on resiliency, and direct effect of mindfulness on Spiritual intelligence are meaningful. Also the findings showed that the presented model has a good fitness.

Conclusion: The results show that by increasing the mindfulness one can increase moral Spiritual while leading to rising people resiliency.
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Introduction

Positive psychology oriented was mentioned by Seligman et al (1). On the issues in this school is the concept of resiliency; which is considered as the successful compatibility with adverse conditions of life (2). The two major factors in most of the definitions of resiliency are: a) positive stimulus to adverse conditions and b) feeling of being strength, skill, growth and more reliability etc (3). So resiliency in addition to compatibility and problem solving includes positive change or increase (4). In the past years, a large mass of the studies were on identifying effective factors on resiliency (antecedents and aftermath factors) (5). Among factors of preparing and growing resiliency, the role of inside and oneself processes should not be ignored which one of these factors is mindfulness. Mindfulness is a kind of meditation which roots to the learning and religious rituals of East specially Buddhism (6), and was mentioned by Jon Kabat-Zinn (7) and is defined as a ‘notice’ in a specific way, targeted, in present time and without judgment (8). Mindfulness is a method for better life, relieving pains, enriching and making life significant (9). Proofs and literature of the study indicates the effectiveness effects of learning mindfulness on health (10). Researches have showed there is a positive relation with mindfulness and resiliency, for example the results of a study indicated that improving mindfulness is along with increasing the life quality (11). In a research it concluded that applying mindfulness techniques will increasing ones tolerance in a significant way so the psychological life quality will increase (12,13).
One of these variables which its effect on resiliency is studied is spiritual intelligence. The structure of Spiritual intelligence, is one of the concepts was mentioned and developed by the interest of religious psychologists (14). Jain M, and Purohit P define the spiritual intelligence as an experienced capability which enables people to achieve a better knowledge and understanding and prepares development and success in life (15). According to King spiritual intelligence is a complex of mind capabilities which are involved in unity and adaptive application of spiritual and a metaphysics individual and achieving to some conclusions like the notion of deep existential, improving concept, knowing higher self and domination on spiritual levels (16).

Various researches on spiritual intelligence relation with resiliency have been done that indicate a meaningful relation between spiritual intelligence and resiliency (17,18). In a study the role of spirituality as a property and features of resiliency people was mentioned (19). The results of other study showed there is a relation between spiritual teaching and resiliency and spiritual unity and spiritual connection had the most role in prediction of resiliency (20). The results of a research showed that mindfulness has a meaningful relation with spiritual welfare (21), mental health (22). Also improving the mindfulness is related with spirituality and increasing mindfulness and spirituality will cause a decrease in psychological disorders (23). Accordingly the results indicate mindfulness can influence welfare, spirituality and health and in a positive and meaningful way it will be predicted (24).

According to the importance of hospital staffs, there is a need in researching on identifying and solving job problems and spiritual pressures in this occupation, so studying this issue and its relating factors is a matter of importance. In other hand, in previous researched as the researcher have studied there was no such a research with these three variables. So researcher tried to show the simultaneous relation of these three variables in the form of the presented model in figure 1. So we want to measure the role of spiritual intelligence and mindfulness on their effects on resiliency; so that act significantly in order to improve physical and mental health and increase quality of life, occupation and citizens health; therefore the main purpose of the study is to investigate the role of intermediary of spiritual intelligence in relation with mindfulness and resiliency; so the researcher’s main question is ‘does spiritual intelligence has intermediary role between mindfulness and resiliency?’

**Methods**

Present research in accordance with the main purpose and data collection according to subject nature and study purpose is path analysis. The research population was all of the staffs of science university of Birjand in 2015. As the research sample included three subgroups of medical, official and service, so a sample of 120 people (25); were selected accidently. In this research, three scales were used to evaluate a) mindfulness scale of Brown and Ryan b) spiritual intelligence scale of King C) resilience scale of Kounur-Davidson.

Mindfulness scale of Brown and Ryan: Brown and Ryan designed this scale to measure mindfulness or considering the present mindfulness (11). This scale consists of 15 elements, which is numbered, in a 6-degree Likert; and a total score for mindfulness is given which the range is from 15 to 90 and higher score indicates more mindfulness. Cronbach's alpha of this scale was obtained for a student sample 0.82 and for an adult 0.87 by researchers. Also this scale positive and negative solidity with other scales like, NEO-PI, NEO-FFI, depression scale of Beg and self-respect scale of Rosenberg and scale of anxiety was shown (11). Solidity and stability of a scale in Iran was approved, in this research stability was calculated by computing inside homology with coefficient of Cronbach's alpha of 0.81 (26). In the present research, total
stability calculated by Cronbach’s alpha method was 0.78.

Scale of spiritual intelligence of King: this questioner was created by King and has 24 items which measures the spiritual intelligence in the scale of 5 degree Likert and its marks are 0 to 96 and consists of four scales of existence critical thoughts, creating self-meaning, transcendental intelligence, developing consciousness (16). The scale of stability by Cronbach’s alpha is 0.92 and by fifty-fifty method was 0.91. Investigating the validity of each subscales also similarly the Cronbach's alpha for existence critical thoughts, creating self-meaning, transcendental intelligence, developing consciousness 0.78, 0.78, 0.87, 0.91 was calculated (16). In addition, in an Iranian research the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of this questioner was 0.89 and its validity coefficient in a sample of 70 people in a period of two weeks was calculated 0.67 (27). In the present research, the total Cronbach's alpha was obtained 0.89 for this scale.

Resilience scale of Kounur-Davidson: this scale includes 25 options that measures resiliency structure in the 5 degree Likert. Each term is numbered according to Likert scale from zero (completely false) to 4 (always true) and numbering domain is from 0-100. Pre-study results relating psychological features of the scale in normal and sick samples have proven its stability and solidity (28). In Iran the mentioned scale was fulfilled for 248 people and the stability was obtained by inside similarity of Cronbach's alpha test 0.89 and its solidity through factor analysis was 0.87 (29). In the present research, the stability was 0.81 by Cronbach's alpha.

To fulfil the questioners of mindfulness, spiritual intelligence and resiliency after specifying the sample, the researcher have attended at the hospital in specific days and times and from every group of staffs the desired sample was selected randomly and after giving enough explanation on how to answer the questions and assuring them from keeping their information secret and they will be used in a research, the questioners were delivered. Required time to complete the questioners was 20 to 30 minutes. To analyse data mean, standard deviation and solidity coefficient and path analysis was used by AMOS software.

**Result**

Qualifying findings showed that highest frequency in the age 20-30 was 65% (78 people) and lowest frequency for people of 41 to 50 years old was 3.3% (4 people). Also 29.2% (35 people) were single, 66.7 % (80 people) married, and 4.1 % (5 people) were divorced. In table 1. solidity matrix between researches variables are reported.

![Table 1. qualifying findings and solidity matrix of research variables](image)

Results show that solidity between mindfulness and spiritual intelligence (R=0.82) and resiliency (R=0.78), in validity level 95% is meaningful (p<0.05). In order to answer the main research question based on ‘Does the model of making clear the resiliency according to mindfulness and mediating role of spiritual intelligence with fitting empirical data?’ we used path analysis. Amount of fitting index (Df/x2=1.17, RMSEA=0.07, NFI=0.91, NNFI=0.86, CFI=0.91, GFI=0.98, AGFI=0.94) shows the model totally has a good fitness and therefore answering to the research hypotheses is permitted. In the following the final model in unstandardized coefficients and coefficients of the path (β) are reported (Table 2).

![Figure 2. unstandardized coefficients paths of final model clearing resiliency](image)

Path coefficient test in figure 2 shows that standardized coefficient of path was direct
effect of mindfulness on spiritual intelligence in level of 95% of meaningful assurance and direct effect of spiritual intelligence on resiliency was meaningful (p<0.05). Another point that should be consider in figure 2 is the criterion variable that indicates direct effect of this variable in a way that as the mindfulness increases, spiritual intelligence and resiliency increases.

Data analysis indicated that spiritual intelligence variable, as a mediating variable was able to explain the relation between mindfulness and resiliency. The result of the research showed that mindfulness by spiritual intelligence leads to changing the level of resiliency. Although there is no research in codification of structural model based on these variables with resiliency, the effect of each variable was individually directly and indirectly studied and their effectiveness in increasing resiliency was investigated. Thus, they are homogenous with previous findings.

People who have a high mindfulness, have a better knowledge and insight on cognitive process and their capabilities and apply effective strategies on handling duties and using skills. Mindfulness leads to increase one’s consciousness to himself, others and position in present time and this increase in consciousness can indicate that increase of health signs and compatibility will show up parallel to abilities. In other words increase in mindfulness level and overall consciousness will make an individual more conscious to oneself conditions to enable him to be present in time and get the best from the upcoming situation. Individuals with high mindfulness mostly evaluate stress, use defensive strategies less and report defensive problem oriented. In addition, compatibility responses to stress and defensive strategies in a high amount regarding to the relation between mindfulness and mental health will be balanced (30).

Researchers believe that spirituality causes that human consider the problems with more tenderness and calmness, attempt more to find a solution, tolerate more in life difficulties and give motion to their lives (31). It seems that spirituality and connection with the power source can increase individuals’ tolerance in difficulties. In other hand, spirituality enables reinterpretation of uncontrollable events and as a result these events seem less stressful and
more controllable and also relating negative events to uncontrollable factors will lead to create an optimistic style (32); all of these factors will provide people with resilience and tolerance in life difficulties. We can note that spiritual experiences by creating meaning to people will create targeted feeling, self-efficiency and tolerance in difficulties.

Other finding of the research showed that mindfulness has a direct effect and meaningful on resiliency, from this finding we come to this conclusion that as the mindfulness increases, resiliency increases; that the above mentioned finding with the previous researches like (11, 12, 13, 33) showed that increase in mindfulness is along with increase in psychological welfare and in somehow is homogenous. Kingston et al. (12) in a research showed that with skill of mindfulness, mindfulness and pain tolerance will increase meaningfully and mental welfare improves. Morone et al. (13) in his study on patients with chronic disease found out that mindfulness practice will increase psychological welfare in people that this has an immediate effect on increasing mood and long-term effects on the quality of life. In fact, they found that increase in mindfulness is along with increase in psychological and health welfare. Carmody and Baer (33) believe that practicing mindfulness will increase different factors of mindfulness like observation, being non-judgmental, non-reacting and acting will be along with consciousness. Improving these factors also causes increase in psychological welfare, decreasing stress and psychological signs. To Krans et al. opinion training and practicing mindfulness has three main elements that the third principle is increasing understanding to human vulnerability, that this principle through listening techniques and direct observation will obtain experimental processes during practicing mindfulness (34). Through mindfulness, it is learnt that pain and suffering is one of our experiences and shows the patients that the existence of these pains and sufferings might be an unhealthy habit; and this will enable re-interpreting of the problems in human; that in turn increase and defence of people in events (resiliency). Kabat Zinn have specified seven special factors that create mindfulness bases, one of these factors that is similar to resiliency in patience that means the ability to tolerate difficulties along with relaxed feeling and self-control. It not only needs understanding of this issue that things should be obvious in the correct time, but also includes a development of this insight as a person who tolerate his felt disappointments from his current success. There is no need to be impatient to yourself because of negative evaluation of the situation by your mind or because of stress. In return, patience requires us to observe experiences. This insight is useful specially when the mind in excited. Instead of being involved in your mind that may cause distraction from present time events and instead of rushing into future, patience requires the person to be present in these moments and accept them completely. So according to above mentioned items, acceptance of the above mentioned hypotheses is expected (7).

The last finding of the research showed that spiritual intelligence has a direct and meaningful effect on resiliency, from these findings we can elicit that the more spiritual intelligence is, the -more resiliency will be that the result is like the results of previous researches like (17,18). Research findings showed that there is a meaningful relation between spiritual intelligence and resiliency and spiritual intelligence can predict resiliency (22). In addition, the existence of positive and meaningful solidity between spiritual intelligence and resiliency in some researches was proved (35). In explaining the result, it can be stated that spiritual intelligence indicates for a group of abilities, capabilities and spiritual resources that their application in daily life can improve ones’ versatility, specially is emphasized on its role in solving existence issue, finding concept and purpose in daily events (14,36). Facing stress, creating personal concept (spiritual intelligence item) enables individual to find a concept or purpose in new conditions that if its stressful and worrying and be able to adapt to new conditions, so change stress making factor and decrease its negative effects, similarly while facing hard situation,
Creating personal concept may guide the individual toward a meaningful solution and act as an effective problem solution (37). Lysne et al. believe that beliefs words and images that need source of love, support and convenience decrease stress and has an effective effect on special functions of the body and maybe by this mechanism, spiritual Intelligence factors improve resiliency (38).

As the study was conducted on staffs of Vali-e-Asr hospital in Birjand so in generalization of the results it should be concerned. There should be more researches on studying these variables for populations of the women, the men, the elderly, people who had accident, crises etc. and compare the results and about the effects of the believes’ functions and spiritual intelligence on resiliency there should be more researches. Also the results of the study can be effective in policy making and programing of this population.

Conclusion
Above mentioned findings state applied explanations on spiritual intelligence. So considering spiritual intelligence and mindfulness is important in improving resiliency.
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